
Megabass Levante 2019 Travel Rod

Megabass

Product number: MB-LV-RR

Levante 2019 series is a high-end rod with an 
extremely light blank, now available as a 4-piece 
travel rod

269,99 € * 269,99 €

The unique "High Balancing" technology and ultra low resin "Levante Graphite" method, based on feedback 
from Chris and his team's many serious tours, will change the standard of first choice bass rods by giving 
anglers the feeling of being directly connected to the lure. Chris' unique "Direct Drive" feel is so impressive 
that it seems to connect the angler directly to the lure, so that the weight of the rod blank disappears and only 
the lure itself is visible when the reel is attached. This is the aspect of STW's work that has brought the 
precision machine, Chris's magic hand, to a relentless sharpness: technical support for winning with 
Megabass technology. The Levante will make all tournament rods a thing of the past, with its unbeatable 
light feel and directness embodied in the latest Megabass rod technology.

. 
F2-69LVS 4P:

The F2-69LVS is the all-rounder of the Levante spinning range. The parabolic action of the Levante graphite 
system is smooth, but with a crisp core that eliminates the bluntness of conventional spinning shafts. 
Intuitive handling for finesse rigs such as cat rigs and down shots, as well as for wobbling shad and small 
minnows. Long casting distance and light lures, which in combination significantly increases the chance of 
bites. It is a comfortable multi-purpose spin that combines high manoeuvrability with ultra-distance 
approach ability.. 
F3-67LV 4P:

This aggressive baitfinesse model is designed to lure monsters out of cover with light rigs like Light Texas, 
Cat Rigs and Down Shots. The sharp tip has been sharpened to instantly detect kiss bites and deliver fast 
hook sets without delay. The Levant graphite, which is two levels more sensitive than conventional graphite, 
allows anglers to feel the boundaries of structure and topographical changes on the bottom. This is a hyper 
model for anglers who go for pin pricks behind cover with light rigs and want to win the fight with 
overwhelming power.. 



F4-68LV 4P:

The smooth, flexible, even taper action provides stress-free action on all fast-moving games such as 
crankbaits, vibrations and light spinnerbaits. The lure hooks automatically on rough attacks without 
triggering them. The lure has a nice sweeping curve during the drill and the entire shaft is designed to take 
the drill and deliver strong torque. The entire shaft is able to withstand the powerful fall of big fish. The F4-
68LV is ideal for topwater fishing with POPMAX or Giant Dog-X or for jerking a single fish. It is a multi-
purpose model that forms the core of the Levante range. 
F5-611LV 4P:
Medium-weight versatility for a wide range of medium to heavy baits. The high-tension shaft of the F5-
611LV is ideal for fast-moving lures such as Texas Rigs and Rubber Jigs. The F5-611LV's high-tension 
shaft is suitable for a wide range of fast-moving plays, such as deep cranks under water pressure and 
vibration plays in rivers, as well as swimbaits in the 6-inch class. It can be used in a variety of situations, 
from overgrown areas to open water, and is a powerful model.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=6036157854a7ec375e11fb9386229a06

